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The Dean's List for the fall semester revealed 14 students
with a 4.00 average, and 107 who ranked within the top 15
percent of their classes.
'
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The list is composed of l9 seniors,
23 juniors, 47 sophomores, and 47
freshmen.
Seniors having a 4.00 average, or
all A's, are James Chandler and
Norman Dykes. Others having a 4.00
average are Billy Cox, Louis EckJoyce Flissler, widely acclaimed stein, Annelle Northcutt, Harold
violinist, will be presented on the Vanderpool, John Vanderpool, Joe
Harding College Lyceum series Fri- Hightower, Gerry Peddle, Hugh
day, Feb ., 15, in the college audi- Roberts, ·Ann Bobo, Edwin Hightower, Nancy Nagel, and R. Neal
torium at 8 p.m .
Miss Flissler, a graduate of Juil- Stotts.
Other seniors on the Dean's List
liard School of Music, made her debut as the 1951 winner of the Naum- are Eugene Bailey, Leonard Jennings,
burg Memorial Award in one of the Reid Bush, Patricia Young, Betty
season's outstanding t'ecitals. The Brumley, Doris Lee Jones, Terry
New York Herald Tribune wrote at Stine, Clarence DePew, Eugene
that time, "She is a brilliant, discip- Byrd, Bill Craddock, James Hughes,
lined, extremely musical violinist ... Joe Segraves, J . D. Ewing, Larry
(she played ) with every sign of Horn, Truman Scott, Nina Harvey,
musical comprehension and authori- Betty Fisher, Virgil Beckett, Jack
and Byron Futrell.
ty."
Juniors i.n the top 15 percent were
Since her debut, she has toured
Mexico, Brazil, France, and the mid- Wilson, Calvin Downs, M.artha Tuckwestem states. She has played at the er, Raleigh Wood, Darrell Skinner,
National Gallery of Art in Washing- Barbara Bush, James Gaskill, Sue
ton, I D.C., and has been soloist of Paxson, Bill Stafford, Lynda! York,
the evening with orchestras under Barbara Childs, Thomas Eaves, Mary
such conductors as Barzin, Morel, Jo Putnrun, David Eldridge , Edgar·
Ray McAlister, p.nd Carroll Voie:ts.
and Stokowski.
Sophomores were John Wilson,
She is the wife of Ralph Mendelson, violist with the New York Phil- Clay Edgar Falkner, Donald Horsharmonic, and the mother of two man, Rose Marie Jones, Roger Dinning, Carolyn Gelley, Betty Baker,
girls. ·
,
Admission to Miss Flissler's con- Barbara Galyan, Sallie Turner, Mary
cert will be by the student activity Hamlett, Dorothy Sue Goodwin,
ticket or ticket's niay be purchased Clyde Bowers, Jey Edwards, Mary K.
Esh elman , and Fr eddy Massey.
at the door.
EmmaneUe Owens, Carl Johnson,
Mary Turman , Terry Davis, Loren
Henman. Marilyn Beal, Stephen
Future Teachers Meet;
Lane, Mary Frances Ree~e, Odis
Elect
Secretary
Clayton, Margie Cannon, Robert
Gregg, Walter Wilson, Don Helm,
The Future Teachers of America and Annette McDougald
met for the regular meeting TuesFreshmen in the top 15 percent
day, Feb. 5.
were Floy Lynn Alexander, Jerry
Barbara Ethridge was elected to Figgins, Henry Leon McQueen, Fay
serve as secretary for the remainder Conley, Joe Van Olree, Mary Beth
of the semester.
Sitz, Ben Curtis, Gerald Stephenson,
The program for the evening con- Hugh Fuller, Barbara Anne Kline,
sisted of two speakers. Charles Shirley Wade, Chun Kil Lim, Clovis
Thacker spoke on "Why I Want to Gammill, Mona Mathis, Mary Ann
Become a Teacher." Hugh Groover, Redwine. Donna Carole · Thomas,
coach in Harding Academy, spoke Iris McElroy, Ferra Sparks, and
on various ~ituations that may con- W ilm a Wayland.
front a coach and a teacher.
William Earnhart, Fatima Hawk,
The next meeting, will be Tuesday, Herman Hughes, Eddy Nicholson, .
Feb. 19. At that time a panel dis- . Kaye Williams, Gerald Ebker,
cussion on "Should th"e Teacher Dis- Carolyn Jo Smith, Elizabeth Lucile
cipline the Student by means- of Cattell, Ruth Ellen Green, Ruth
Whipping" ·wm be presented. Also Simmons, Audrey Derryberry, Clare
to be discussed is the state conven- McDougald, Sandra Ann Disch, John
tion to be held in March in Little Maple, Robert Walls, George TreadRock.
way, Roberta Rhodes, Betty Lou
Peters, Edwin Snow, Don Stillinger,
Emma Grace Bailey, Betty Jo Davis,
and Ruth Ida Skelton.

Flissler To .Appear
Here Friday Night

Assignment Harding

Bu~ Sessions

By Harding Men
Are Enlightening
By WALLACE ALEXANDER

"What sh.a ll it be tonight, fellows; the Bible, sports, or girls?"
Although · this question is not
asked p,rior to each "bull session,"
if a group of men are congregated
in one room of a dormitory, the
-Photo by Loney
topic will be one of the three almost
and
Titus
Chan
demonstrate
antics
that have made
Ronald
Bever
every time.
them a popular ping ..pong comic team. Notice Bever's paddle.
Of course, there are those who deviate from these three and complain
about the regulations and rules,
gripe about paying a dollar for a
dirty room, or feverishly toil . with
pencil a nd paper figur ing how much
filthy lucre they are going to rake
in selling Bibles next summer.
In. an attempt to rationalize
with themselves and provide a legitl{arding's two fomic ping-pong sensaf ons, Ronald Bever
imate excuse for their desire to become filthy rich, various methods and Titus Chan, will appear on "Little Rock Today," a telecast
are used. The most popular, however, by KARK-TV, on Feb. 18, at 12 noon.
is saying t hat money is the root of'
Bever and Chan originated thei.}'0--------- - - - - - - all kinds of evil and before they can comic team soon after they entered
do anything about evil, they must Harding approximately three years
get to the root of it.
ago. According to Bever, he knows
Religious topics and problems con- of no other such .team in existence.
fronting the church provide converSince its organization, the team
sation material to a great extent in has appeared on various talent
the dormitories . Probably, many of shows. Last week they appeared at
the men have lear n ed' as much in the SMS Basketball Tournament in
dormitory discussions as they have Searcy as a between-game enterin Bible classes.
The Student Association Executainment feature. They also gave a
Next in line comes athletics. The performance at the Granada, Colo., tive Council in session Thursday
age-old question under considera- high school during Christmas holi- night, voted unanimous approval for
the recommendation of the formation could well be, will the faculty days.
ever get too old to play ball? A Bever is a graduate student from tion of a Student Association Constiquestion speedily coming to its own Granada, Colo. He attended Abilene tutional amendment committee.
these days is the merits and objec- College before coming to Harding.
The recommendation that a comtions to intercollegiate athletics. You
mittee be formed to study and su~
When
asked
how
long
he
had
been
see, there is a rumor that . . .
playing ping-pong, he remarked, "At gest amendments to the constitution
Girls must not be denied their least since the fifth or sixth grade." was accepted except for the provision that such a committee be seplace in consuming "bull session"
Bever also related, reminiscing his lected by a popular vote of the coltime. Regardless of the extent of a
1
man's relationship with the fair sex, past, ' ! guess you would say I learn- lege. Instead, the executive council
they demand attention-and get it! ed to play on the dining room table. will select the membership of the
Lat~r we built a table and put it in
/ Men can usaully be put in one of the basement, but we had. to play committee;-""
A planning committee composed of
three categories regarding his r~ around pipes."
Juanita Clift, Bar bara- Kline, Fred
la tionshi'p with women. First, some
In 1955 Bever won the Harding in- Massey (council members) and Lyare Romeo's-either with one fair tramural J:>ing:pong championship.
man Turley, (special secretary of
lass or the "different one every
Chan also has an illustrious past the advisory cabinet) was appointnight" type.
in the realm of ping pong. When . ed by the council to determine memSecond, there are those who can asked how long he had been playing,
bership of the amendment committake them or leave them. A typical he confidently said "About 15
tee, extent of work, time limit, if
Meeting
expression from such a lad would be years."
The first meeting of the ''Preachany, and process of submitting a rethat girls are a necessary evil.
Prof.
James
Atteberry
will speak
Chan, a pre-engineering major, is port.
ers' Workshop" was conducted
at the Monday night preacher's
Third, there is the speedily de- from Hong Kong. Other than pingThe planning . committee's report Thursday night, February 7, with 25
meeting, Feb. 18. His topic is "The
pong, Chan also enjoys cooking Chi- will be presented to 'the council in signing up to participate.
clining class called women-haters.
One young man, who ordinarily nese dish£ s. After graduation he session Friday night for · immediate
The purpose · of the class is to· Church and Young People."
The meeting will be held in the
would be classified in the first cate- plans to preach.
action.
enable students who plan to p.r'ear::h
American Studies auditorium and beChan has a unique collection of
gory, made _the statement concernOnce the amendment committee to speak. Constructive criticism will
gin promptly at 6:20 p.m.
ing girls: "If mother weren't one , paddles ranging in sizes from ultra bas been organized, it will not only be given those who desire it.
I'd shoot everyone of 'em!" ·Such a minute to monstrous. The smallest study changes, but will nccept sug'This class is not only for boys
remark is typical of the third class. paddle is about the size of the gested changes from any member of \}'ho have never preached or haven't
Correction
handle of the largest paddle. The the Student Association for study been preachin,g long. It is for any
At this point, we should add one
large
and
small
paddles
are
someThe Bison stated last week that
and recommendation.
student who plans to preach after
more classification: it is similar to
Any actual change of. the consti- graduation. Those who have been Thomas Loney received his M.S ..J.
number two, but this is the fellow times used in their acts. He has paddles from England, China, Japan, tution must receive the final ·approv- preaching • for several years are en- 1 in 1954. He received his B.J. at
who can take them, but they leave
him. We extend these fellows our Malaya, Hong Kong, and the United al of two-thirds of the Student As- couraged to participate in the work- that time, and lias not as yet reStates.
ceived a Master's Degree.
sociation in meeting.
shop.
sincerest sympathy.
Bever felt confident that Chan
The first group of men is every wo- could have gone far in the Harding
man's
dream; however, young intramural tournament had he enladies must be careful not to let it ter ed any year, but he chose not to
turn to a nightmare. But, on the enter any contests. Chan' said'he had
other hand, men who desire to to ' spend his time studying and overmaintain their freedom must also coming the language barrier instead
be ' careful. Women .have, in times of playing ping-pong too much.
past, been known to deny' a man of
The Bever-Chan team plans to
his liberty by marching him down give an exhibition for the coming
the aisls to the altar.
·
talent show ~nd according to them,
Group number · two car.not be de- they will have new acts and new
pended upon by young ladies. She ideas. They constantly· seek to renever knoV\ s whether he desires to juvenate their act with ~ew materitake her or leave her. However, if al, thus making it an enjoyable perthe truth were known, the men in· formance each time one sees them.
this group deeply long for association with fair lasses, but are just change a well known statement a
too proud to admit it or too bashful little and make it fit the situation.
to ask for a date.
"Hell knows no fury like
deterI
A 'Yarning/ to men is in order mined woman!"
here. If you are one of the third
Men, where do you classify yourgroup, beware! Your only chance is selves? Regardless of where you put
for you to not let a girl know your yourself, now is the time for all
position. Never tell a girl you are a good men to come to the aid of the
An evening of music was ended last Friday night, Feb., 8, when the combined Academy and College
woman hater or she will accept that girls.
as a ch17llenge to change you-and
The conversation tonight appears choruses, accompanied by the band, presented a tribute to Sigmund Romberg. Thomas Loney, Public Relations
chances· are, she will! V{e might to have been girls, doesn't it?
photographer, took this picture as the climactic number was being presented.
'

Bever and Chan .To Appear
As Ping..pong.Tearn On TV

Committee Named
To Study And -Alter
Council Constitution

New

Students Organize
Preaching·Class ,

Atteberry To Speak
At Preachers

An~ Evening Of Music Comes To AClimax
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"That's what I like about you, Carolyn, you are so different fi:om
other girls.''

"Its How You Play The Game''
(Following is a poem by 'E dgar A. Guest vividly· illustratin the value of playing the game fair, whatever the game may
be. Regardless of what one does in the game of life, he should
. remember tji.at'' he must live with himself-and if one conducts
' himself disorderly, this can be a most difficult task.)
It is better to lose with a conscience clean
Than win by a trick unfair;
It's better to fall and to know you've been,
Whatever the prize was, square,
Than to claim the joy of a far-off goal
And the cheer of the standers-by,
And to know down deep in your inmost soul
. A cheat you must live .and die.
Who wins by trick may take the prize,
And at first he· may think it sweet,
But many a day fo the future lies
When he'll wish he' had met defeat.
For one who los_t shall be giad at heart .
And walk with his head up high,
While his conqueror knows he must play the part
Of a cheat and a living lie.
The prize seems fair when the fight is on,
But, save it is truly won,
You will hate the thing when the crowds are gon~,
Fo'r it stands for a false deed done,
And it's better ycru never should reach your goal,
Than ever success to buy
At the price of knowing down in your soul
That your glory is all a lie.
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The manager's apartment is in a
perfect spot for midnight conversations. Consequently, that ~orner is
a favorite place to stop and talk
after "talking time." It's not at all
uncommon to see a sleepy-headed
figure come out the door to quiet
the storm.
So goes life in the new men's
dormitory. We want to give Bill all
the credit he's due for working over

L~t"s fill the barrel. What have you done?

t

and

Ottis Hilburn .. ..... . :...... ........ ... ... .. .............. .......................... ..... ......... ....... Artist
Walt Gilfilen ..... ... .. ... .. ...... ........... .. ..................... ...... .:.............. .. . Photographer
Sugar Stewart .. ........... .......................... .. .. ........... ........ .. Circulation Manager
Neil Cope ............. ...... .................. ............... ,.. ............................. Faculty Advisor
Herman West ... ...... ... .. .. .......................... .... ................................. ..... .... .. Printer
Subscriptlion Price: $2 Per Year
Official student weekly newspaper published during the regular academic year except holidays and four examination weeks, by the students
of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas,
Entered as second class matter August 18, 1956, at Searcy, Arkansas,
Post Office under act of March 3, 1879.
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By CALVIN DOWNS
Are you going to study more this
People are funny, along with a
semester? Why or why not?
numlier of other adjectives. And
Dwight Smith -1 "I am because their humor shows up in the oddest
got orders from the boss. (Bar- places. Thinking back over the fii-st
week of this semester, a relatively
bara)"
light week academically, I recall ' a
Jesse Fleming "I'm going to number of incidents that seem to
study more because I'm n~v~r con- prove that people are still the funsistent and r ~ouldn't study less." niest beings.
I
In one little bull session, m:y
Ann Aubrey "Yes so I can
suite-mate and I were solving all
pass."
•
the problems of the world. · I remarked that it really peeves m,e to
George Yue "Yes, because
hear older people keep criticizing
want to graduate."
the youth of today over and over
Sandy Landreth "Yes, so
and over. "It seems that people keep
can make as good grades as Herman asking what is this- younger generadoes."
tion coming to?"
He answered pointedly, "Oh, it'll
George,, Treadwfly ''Yes, because I saw the results of not ·study- probably go to the dogs just like
the last one did."
ing last semester."
Then there was the teacher who
Anita McEachern "Yes, be- was visiting a certain family. The
cause I plan on having more time father asked the little boy, "Son,
and I won't be writing so many let- how many lickings did you get at
ters."
'
school today?"
.The little boy answered proudly,
Jerry Martin - "Yea - I'zfi gonna "None."
study more because I have an adWith deep concern, the older man
vanced English course under Dr.
remarked, "See, I told you that
.Sawey."
teacher wasn't any good. Johnny's
Barbara Ethridge - "I'm going to been going to school for two months
study more alright, but I don't now, and he hasn't been whipped
one single time. That's not good for
know why."
him. He should get a spanking every
day so it will loosen up his hide and
give him plenty of room to grow."
What a philosophy!
That reminds me' of some teachers
I've known. To some of them a boy
was like a canoe: He behaved best
when paddled from ,the rear.
There's all types of philosophies
· on punishment in this world, but
few are quite so humorous as the
By PAT TEAGUE
modern one. There was one little
! "angel" who was noisly pounding
We finally have one. Yes, they nails into beautiful antique furnihave given us a manager for the ture. His playmate was astounded,
Graduate Dormitory. Now the men and told him that he would surely
in that dorm are just like all the get the pounding of his life.
other students living on campusThe courageous little demon rethere's a person there to "manage" torted, "Oh, no, they ,won't whip me

Tony Pippen ..... ..... .. ..................................... .............. ............. Associate Editor
Guy JdcHand .. ......... ...... ..................... ..... ......... Assistant Business Manager
Herman· Alexander, Don Humphrey .... , ..................... : ..... Religious Editors
Sue Gary .. ................ .............:................. .......... .. ..... .......... ........ Society Editor.
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A few weeks ago barrel was placed in the student center
for the convenience of students who desire to send· religious
reading matter to_, Africia. As yet, the barrel is not full.
If
No doubt, there are many whp have intended to gather
material for the barrel, but who have not ·found time to do so.
Please gather the material as soon as possible, 1'ecause the barr~l will not
ther.e much longer.
There is no danger at all of getting too much materiai to
send to the work in Africia. If the barrel gets too full, another
can be provided. Although transportation costs are enormous,
still there are those willing to defray the cost of getting this
material into the hands of those that know not the gospel.
However, the problem has not been getting too much material, but not enough. Is it going to be possible for someone to
say that from the thousand people connected with Hardingstudents, faculty, and staff-that o:ne barrel could not be filled
with religi9.us reading matter for people starving for the gospel?
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us.Bill Hampton was. the lucky ( ? )
one to be chosen to serve in the capacity of manager.
One of the first things to plague
Bill was the parking problem which
is so acute around that part of the
~ampus. To solve the problem Bill
put up a little sign in the nearest
parking soace. - This little i-;ign ·was
supp_osed to say ''Reserved," but the
rain messed it up because it was
only made of pasteboard. Someone
was always parking in the reserved
parking place. What was Bill to do?
He: the:;. parked behind the car i:n
the reserved spot. Of course, this
threw his car out in the street quit.e
a bit, but the passing cars drove
d
aroun !
.
The problem grew worse until the
other day Bill got a nice painted
sign and sef it up. All looked bright
until after sunset Sunday when some
villian took the sign and put it in
front of his car. When Bill came in
from worship his parking place was
taken! Just what happened isn't very
clear, but this morning his car 'was
in the parking place.
Then there came the little letters
·
th t
·
.
~ast wee k saymg a once agam, as
m the past,' the rooms wouldh be
checke~. Of course, you know ow
that raised a lot of co.ncern i:.mong
some of the me~. Bill had been
choshen kto do th~ J~~he w,a sdasked
to c ec rooms ~n o m_en s . orms.
One of the first reactions m the
new dorm was in the form of a practical joke as ezj>osed in the all-men's
meeting last Saturday. Someone
went into one of the rooms, picked
a dock df the floor nnd left a stern
note of rebuke about leaving clocks
on the floor. Then '·'Bill Hampton"
was s%.ned.
On it goes. A conversatio~ was
overheard the other day which
sounded something like this: "It
looks like we're going to have to
start livening up this dorm and pull
!]lore jokes now that we have a

The Bartel Is Not Full!
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because
they're
afraid they'll
warp
this
nasty
little personality
of mine.
·The award for Boo-Boo' of the
Week is awarded to a dining hall
worker. For security reasons, (hers),
her identity must of necessity · r~main unknown, It was this young
lady's job to clean the counter,
which on the surface seems to be
not too strenuous a task. But that's
because you .don't know all the h~
ards involved. Not everyone woUI
'know that some communist plotter
would purposely set a pan of whipped cream right beside the pan of
soap suds. There he is, peeping
around the corner t~ watch the
worker fall into his nasty little trap.
·Along con;i.es the industrious worker, busy as a bee, cleaning the
counter. · But, oh, at that certain
moment she must have some more
suds and water. So she threw her
rag in the pan, pulled it right out,
and sloshed it on the counter. But
unfortunately, whipped cream just
wpuldn't get that counter clean.

By DON KINDALE

To all you kool kats who dig Mr.
Bru Beck as the most, the greatest,
the ~ery living end, gather round
and give me an ear while I give out
with a bit of s~raight dope about
Harding's"'newest sensation, a combo.
This new foursome is about ten
or eleven days old and is 0 already
showing great promise in the music
world of jazz. Their style, of course,
is patterned af~er Dave Brubeck's
group. For all you who do not know
the gentleman to whom I am referring, he is kntiwn to many in the
mus_ical world as Mr. Jazz, himself.
The members of this group boast
on the ivories a real gone guy who
many of you will remember from
last year's Blue Beats, Pat Dykes;
and take it from me, dad, you've
never heard Dykes give out wjth the
majors and minors like he does this
year.
·,
On sax they have a gentleman by
the name of Terryl Wilson. Mr. Wilson has some fine runs and with a
few more years of experience and
practice he will prove to be another

P.D.

On bass they have another kool
character, Bill Gentry. Gentry gives
out with the' one-two-three-four like
a man with 20 years 6£ experience '
instead of two years.
And last, but not least, on the
skins, Guy McHand. This young man
has very little experience but is
progressing very well.
Maybe you are wondering by now
what these crazy mixed-up guys call
themselves. Since jazz has sometimes
been ·referred to as abstract, what
could be more appropriate than
"The Abstractions?"·
That's about it for this week, kats,
but keep an eye on this kool, calm,
and collected ' group, because I'm
sure you'll be seeing and hearing
more' of theJ?,

cance·-,r-·.j
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l\ln. s. :M. 1dol, Winsto!1, N. 0.,
writeg: "Cancer is herPditar7 in ·
our fnmily, my father. sister, and
aunt ha'!ingdied from thii;drea.dful
disense.
alarmed,
therefor<.>,I wns
w!,~nthoroughly
n rnaligna.n·t
Can•
cer appenr~~l on my side, and a'
once sought the tre:ttment of tho
' beat phyeici1me. They were unable
to do any good, however,. as the
O:tncer continuP<l ta grow wone
n;1d !ip?'e11d. I then tried 8~ S. Sd
\~hich forced the di&Pl\se out, ,an
mn pE'rmanently."
.. cnrt>d
.
'Fi

'~d·
~

s
Bl00.d
5
..- .

.JT
,orhe..

•
(Swirt'• Specific) is tho only hope foi
'l1::11c1~ r; it cures tho most mahgn1.nt
l'!!.s1••. ·-0ur treuti~f! on C11n<"e:O l'"~ tree
by t~10 Swlfe Sp~citlc Co., Atlanta, G&.

The above ad was found in a St.
Louis newspaper, .vublished in 1895,
which was recently found behind
a mirror being used as a stage prop.
Some of those who would be most
likely to know speculate that the
mirror, which was behind an old
th
t
H h
b
h 1•
fireplace, came from Godden Hall.
ere, oo. e as eez: c ec nng on Evidently some of the girls from
some of the long st~nding· needs. As Harding or Galloway College put
a result we are gettmg mop buckets,
,
mops, larger wastepaper cans in the the papers there to keep the mirror
h a ll s, an d o th er sma 11
- , b ut i'mport- from rattling.
sales.
This patient medicine looms as a
No doubt the jokes and pranks top contender with "Dr. Burrow's
will continue, but behind it all it's. Boiled Bitters for Bald Beans" for
a pretty general opinion-Bill Hamp- top honors in the patient medicine
ton is okay!
sales convention.
_ _ _.:_·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; - - - - -

A View
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By DEWEY BROWN
Failing need not play th~ part to make you fail again.
Nor act as catalyst to a heart of dire and wilful sin.
,
Well, you might say, 'midst falling grief, that life i~ lived in vain,
If down the ages' darkened walls, you could not hear the strain
Of mighty men, yes, clay like you, who labored on because
There was a light far down the path of life's deep-pitted walls.
Because they failed, they labored on with one true goal in sight,
Removing life, flaw by flaw, to make the final right.
Where would they, the great of earth, have journeyed in their flight,
Had they laid down and sealed their eyes, returning not to fight.
When you have failed-and you will-while traveling o're life's main,
R~member one more gulf has passed, but never passed in vain.
For soon perfection comes in view, and stands before your sight,I Teaching the lesson that ~ll should know, that failing makes
aright!

.

"typical" operation by an Indian
medicine man.
Attending were Don Ruckman

Society

By

SU~

GARY

Banquets Continue To Highlight
Year's Major Social Club Functions
The G.A.T.A.'s and their dates e n - 9 ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - joyed an evening at the Mardi Gras ton, Mary Duer, Glenn Kelly; Mary
Friday night, Feb. 1. The banquet Dockery, · Dick Richardson; Judy
was held in' the Blue Room of the Parks, Don Stillinger; Mary Malone,
Rendezvous Cafe. Balloons of dif- Duane Ely; Mozelle Telchik, Calvin
ferent shapes, sizes, and colors hung Downs; Sue Carruth, Bill Dismuke;
from, the ceiling while confetti, Sue Rose, Keith Boler; Betty Lou
clowns, and giant masquerade Peters, Wesley Moore; ·Ann Milam,
masks bedecked the room.
Bobby Glover; Barbara Greeh, BusRon Carter, Mike Sinapedes, and ter Glover; Marja Ruffin, Eddie
Tony Pipen played musical selec- Faulkner; Betty Fogarty, Pete Stone;
Barbara Kline, and Dwight Smith.
tions during the dinner.
Martha Tucker, James Gaskill·
Mary Duer extended the welcome
and Glenn Kelley gave the response. Jonnie Sue Gattis, ' Ken Harrison'
Jackie Anguish, Ri:p Van Winkle;
Eddie Bag~ett led the invocation.
Barbara Kline, introduced ' the Jayne Van Wey, Jake Engles;
speaker for th~ evening, Prof. ' Rich- Sharon Wylie, Don Helms; Ann Auard Walker. HIS speech was entitled brey, John Graham; Pat Forsee,
Loran Henman; Lucia Du Bois, Ken
"Fat Tuesday".
Don C. Glover was crowned King Vanderpool; Claudette Du Bois, and
Rex by president, Mary Duer and Gerald Casey.
reigned over the Mardi Gras.'
. Those attending were Mr. and Mrs.
G. E. Bagget, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. John ThernOn February 1, the T.N.T.'s and
t•-•-•--n-1111-1911-1111-nu-•-•-'t their
dates donned cowboy boots
I and western garb to enjoy "An
I
I
Evening in the Old West.'' In order
I to add to the mood of the evening,
the Legion Hut was given the atI
I mosphere of a typical western saloon,
complete with individual
f
tables, worn piano, and a bar on
which was served bar-b-q chicken,
baked potatoes, tossed salad lemonade, and fried pies.
'
After ciinner a skit was given
showing a very gruesome view of a

I
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1
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f
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* *

I
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Let us
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Oege
"The Garden of Greenbacks" was
the theme of the annual OEGE Banquet. Members ol the OEGE social
. club and ther dates· visited a miser's
paradise the night of February 2.
The Rendezvous banquet room
was decorated to resemble a garden
of greenbacks with a few money
trees for scenery. After finding a
million dollar coin in her nut cup,
Mrs. Lott Tucker and her husband
were crowned the Million Dollar
Couple. Dr. J. D. Bales was speaker
for the occasion.
·
Those attending the banquet were:
Dr. J. D. Bales, Mary Ethel Bales,
Sue Paxson, Ron Bever; Rose Jones,
Charles Weeks; Kay Parris, Bill
Taylor; Lulu Harris, Gary Covington;
Bonnie Ward, Bill O'Daniel; Dorma
Rogers, Jack Meredith; Shirley
Wade,
Jesse Fleming;
Willene
Rhodes, Lynn Davis, Mae Anne
Tucker, Lott Tucker; Beverly Thayer,
!farold Sisco, and Gwen Mullins,
Jake Engles.

Mohican

Those attending were John .Wilson
Pat Street; Gilbert Stout, Bett;
Clark; Larry Bills, Shirley Crocker;
Wallace Alexander, Dolores H 1"ckenbottom; Frank Alexander , Marcia
Clawford; Jimmy Adkins, F aye
Berry; N:orman Dykes, . Vonnie Vincent; Dwight Smith, Barbara Kline;
Garry Peddle, Carolyn Gelly; Arthur
Voyles, Mary
Torres;
Winfred
Wright, Charlene Harris; John Wiebel, Karlida Rodgers; Glen Moore,
Annette Hendrix; Freddy Massey,
and Peggy Robertson.
Shirley Fort, club queen, and Joe
Segraves, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hill,
Dr. and Mrs. Erle T. Moore also attended.

Delta Iota
"Winter Wonderland" set the
mood for the annual banquet o"f
Delta Iota club. The banquet was
held in the Blue Room of the Rendezvous.
On the floor in the centel"' of the
room were clustered numerous snow
covered fir trees, and directly in
front of the speaker's table stood a
snowman flanked by snow covered
fir trees. A large punch bowl filled
with dry ice and colored water emitted a cool bubbling mist that gave
an air of authenticy to the theme of
the banquet. The place cards and
programs were blue and white with
snowmen on the place cards and
snowstars with the club emblem on
each program. Soft dinner music
furnished a smoothing and pleasant
backgrounn.
Cleon Lyles was the guest speaker.
Other entertainmE;1nt was furnished
by club members.
Those attending were: Harold
Sisco, Beverly Thayer; Louis Whiting, Jan Lancaster; Bob ' Shales
Francis Cherry; Joe Darrah, Caroi
Watson; Bill O'Daniel, Vkginia Organ; Jerry Westbrook, Sue Paxton;
Mr. and Mrs. James Atteberry; Glen
Organ, Sue Smith; Cleon Lyles;
Jerry Martin, Patsy Parker; Bill
Morgan, Kathy Payne; Ron Carter,
and Fern Poe.
Herman Hughes, Sandra Landreth;
Lanny Farris, Juanita Clift; Dan
Dahlgren, Evelyn Lawrence; Bill
Thomas, Ann Aubrey; Raleigh Wood,
Barbara Galyan; Ozy Murphy, Gloria
Shumaker; Donald Pate, Annette
MacDougald; Wallace Randall Carol
Trent; Frank Randall, Pat Young;
Ray Hester, Velda Ingram; Glamon
Hughes, Mary Eshelmen, Jerry
Wainwright; Jim Norsworthy.

ancy I en 0 . e
Tom Smith In June

Mr. an::l Mrs. Leland Mitten of
Branson, Mo., announce the engagement of their daughter Nancy to
Tom Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dale H. Smit h of Omaha, Neb.
Miss Mitten attended Ha rding last
~emester. She is a graduate of Central High School, Branson, Mo.
Mr. Sm it h also attended Harding
la st semester . He was a member of
the TNT social club.
The wedding will be June 9.

Student Wives Party
To Be Held Friday
There will be a student wives party in the Emerald Room Friday, Feb.,
~5 . The party will begin promptly at
7:30. '
This is a "come as you are" party,
so come dressed as y9u are when
you read this article.

Rosalie Causbie Honored
With Party Sat. Night
Miss Rosalie Causbie was honored
with a belat~d birthday party .in the
Student Inn last Saturday night at
6:30.
After . singing "Happy Birthday" to
her, the girls treated her to a strawberry sundae.' ·
Those present were Barbara Harris, Linda Cottr€ll, Lynn Alexander,
Gloria Shewmaker, Mary Ann Powell, and Joyce Jennings.

Former Student
Completes Navy
Officer Training

Larry Gatlin was among 970 new
officers of the 29th class of the U.S.
At the annual Mohican banquet,
Navy's Officer Candidate School
a grou pof Harding stugents invadwhich was graduated Dec. 14. Gatlin
J
ed "Okeefeenoke Swamp" for an
was graduated from Harding in
evening of "We Go Pogo.''.
1,
1956:
An opera in one act provided th~
The course at ·the Officer CandiIi
entertainment. It starred Jimmy
dates School is a rigorous eighAdkins, Jerry Hill, Dwight Smith,
teen weeks in which the students, all
Gilbert Stout, and Larry Bills. The
with college degrees except a few
I
former outstanding fleet personnel,
not only become proficient in military drill and wa ys, but also study
n avigation , marine engineering, seaMelton
_A_
manship, n aval weapons, military
N
II
Walls
justice, and ot h er naval subjects.
Cooper
Having completed this "pressure
course," the graduates ar e prepared
West Side of Court House
4 Doors from
for their duty in the fleet and shore
~-~~----------------..._.,_J
Park Avenue Grocery
The Alpha Epsilon Chi social club establishment of the Navy.
met. last week to discuss their forthcoming chapel program, and to
Tires - Batteries - Anti-Freeze
700 East Park Ave.
complete plans and select committees
Complete Car Servicing
Phone 422
for the club's banquet which will be
The Frater Sodalis Club met at
held Feb. 22, in the Blue Room of
the swimming pool Feb. 4 for a busthe Rendezvous.
iness meeting.
During the business meeting Bill
_,.._,.-:--ua-•n-••-t
WALTER E. DAWSON
Hampton was elected · co-sponsor of
the club.
j
Washin~ - Lubrication - Battery Charging
In other business, Bernie Shrable
Pick-Up and Delivery Service
J
was elected captain of th~ volleyball team, and .,Ray Morris was elecYour Patronage Will Be Appreciated.
Free Wedding Consultant Service
ted ~lub reporter to take Hampton's
Race & Blakeney
Phone 921
j
Special Discounts on Banquet Orders
former position.

!r MAYFAIR l
[

Erlint! Shewmaker; Don Hayes'.
Nancy Banows~y: Odis Clayton, Gayle Claunch; Bob Claunch, Melba
Montgomery; Glenn Parrish Jan
.
l ; H erman Al exand er, Rosann
'
K1mpe
Harrell; Thurman Alexander, Anita
McOiacken; James Janes, Be~ky Cox;
John Rippey, Sandra Duncan; Wayne
Wyatt, and Ruth Simmons.
Dick Coxsey, Nan Lusk; Robert
C~tes, Edwina Mills; Tom Evans,
Linda Parks; James Winfrey, Violet
Linam; Lester Parmenter, Annelle
Nort~cut; Dick Smith, Bunny Norris;
Lawrence Barclay, Doris Lee Jones;
Ken Getter, Mary Ann Hopper; Eugene Baily, Eleanor Weaver; Mr. and
Mrs. Max Larwin, Hugh Hartely, (Bud
Tucker, Don Strickland; Gerald
Gwin, Geneva Waller; Doug Sikes,
and Dr. Joe Pryor and family.
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The Green Barn~
Greenhouse &Florists

I 207 North Oak Street

I
Phone 336
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OUR AIM IS TO PLEASE
Prescriptions - Drugs Gifts - Toiletries

TWO GOOD DRUGSTORES

.

HEADLEE WALGREEN

Always Welcome
(

at the

)

North Spruce

TALKINGTON
Gulf Station
M3.in & Park Ave.
Phone 923

/

IDEAL- SHOP

Paints
Wallpapers .
Building Supplies
' Air Conditioning
Heating

For the best in music~ news &sports
HERE'S THE KEY •
Keep Tuned To

Ga~ner-McKenney

·North Spring

HEADLEE REXALL

We appreciate your
· patronage!

Supply Company

KW CB
1300 on your radio dial

221 W. Market
Phone 488
Across from Kroger·
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But Walker's knee operation was
successful, and he seems
ready .to go. H he makes it through
spring practice, I think he'll make
it next fall. JVhether or not he starts
is upl to the coach."

_:_ I apparently

and hold . on to the ball. And Mitchell installed sevel\al new pass patterns near the end of last season
and we started completing more
passes. He's going to add more this
spring."
·-

"One thing's for sure," Christian
All of Arkansas's tackles will be
added. "His return will increase r~urning ex c e tl t all-Conference
conwetition at the quarterback posi-· Billy Ray Smith and George Be.
•
B DEWEY BROWN
, .
tion, and that stuff never hurt any- quette. The Razorbacks have an
Y
and his older brother played city body."
•
ample supply of guards in Stuart
league baseball on Berryhill's semipro
team.
Christian
was
typed
a
baby
face Perry, Billy Michaels, Billy Gilbow,
Donald Edward Christian, ArkanOn Feb. 4 the boys' quartet sang
when he first arrived on the Arkan- Jimmy Van Dover and Jerry Ford.
on "Little Rock Today," KARK, sas University's versatile quarterThe quiet-spoken Arkansas star sas campus three years ago, but Ford is the 1954 Cotton Bowl center
T.V. On Monday, Feb. 11 the girls' back, played in a "Rose Bowl" game
established quite a sports record at time has flowered his face with who was shifted to guard by Mitwhen he was 13 years old.
sextet sang on the same progra~.
Searcy High School where he grad- manish features The broad-shoul- chell to make room for tough Frank
It
wasn't,
howev~r. the Rose
* * *
uated in 1953. He is the only grad- dered lad, who
majoring in busi- Plegge, sophomore up from the
The Academy registered 13 new Bowl in Pasadena, Calif., but rather uate in the history of the school to ness administration and courts a freshman team, behind the regular
students for this semester. They the "Rose Bowl" located on the walk off with nine sports letters all -conference Jay DonaC-plus average, is optimistic about center,
are Ned Earnest, Sylvia Estes, Elsie north section of the Harding campus three consecutive years in football, Arkansas's f6otball fortunes for than.
which
is
actually
a
sparcely
popuGatewood, Marty Greer, Silvia Hager,
basketball and track.
1957.
,
"George Cole does such a fine job
Dave Jones, Jack Kline, Walt Lip- lated flower bed.
Football, naturally, is his favorite
"B aylor, w h'ich re t urns mo~ t o f its
.
in recruiting good
football players
·
"My brother (Jim, a senior at
sey, Elaine Pierce, Connie Reavis,
sport, b u t b ask e tb a 11, track and
golf Sugar Bow1 vic
. t ors, and Texas A&M , every year -that we always have a
•
Harding)
and
,
I
used
to
play
footSteve Williams, Enzel Wren, and
a h eaIt h y no d . As a 155 pound 'th J h C
d R dd 0 bo
lot of outstanding freshman prosball near that old rose-bed patch get
.
, w1
o n row an
o y s rne
Julia Youngblood.
h a lfb ack an d ta1'lb ac k m
Searcy s b k
.11
b bl fill . th t
pects," Christian said. "Last year
all
the
time,"
Christian
said
re.
1
ff
D
h
d
ac
'
w1
pro
a
y
m
e
op
* * *
multip e o ense,
on. rus . e and
t wo pos1•t•ions, ,, Chr1s
. t'ian assert ed , he even had three men from Okla.
cently
during
his
Searcy
visit
over
In c?apel Jan. 22, Linda Graddy
passe d for over
. h a mile his seruor "but you can count on Arkansas for homa on our frosh team which had
was presented the Betty CroQker the holidays. "I guess you might say year to esta blis
adstotal offense rec- · a t 1eas t th e th'1r d . spot,,
·u
. Th ere a ft er, a 3-1-1 record."
Homemaker of Tomorrow award. All that's where I learned to play footor d t h a t sti stan at the school.
he figures it will be '(.CU, which
The Searcy pride, who resides
I
senior girls were eligible to take ball."
This
feat
easily
won
him
all-state
had
last
year's
best
frosh
team,
with
his mother and father, Mr.
Don Christian, a good-look_ing, 21the test but only one girl from each
and Mrs. C. D. Christian, at 805 W.
year-old blond, has come,,a long way recognition, and because of his fami- Rice, SMlJ and .T exas.
school was given a medal.
"Arkansas · should be improved Arch St. when he's home froII).
since his boyhood football on •the liarity with the single wing tailback
* * *
The Z.K.T. boys' club had its an- Harding campus. The six-foot, 175 position, Bowden Wyatt, then coach with a good, well-balanced team," he school, doesn't plan to play pronual banquet Jan. 19, with the pounder from Searcy was the start- at Arkansas, offered the Searcy said. "We'll be about the same size fessional football after he graduates
as last year, but faster in the back- from Arkansas--not ' even if he gets
theme, Moonlight and Roses. Those ing quarterback this year for Ark- prospect a football scholarship.
"My best game that year was field, with the return of Don Horton a pro offer. "I'm in the ROTC at ·
attending were Ronald Kersh, Layne ansas's Razorbacks who finished
Mahan; Pete Williams, Martha fourth in the Southwest Conferen- against Boonevill~ in the state semi- to supplement Donnie Stone's speed, Arkansas,' he said, "and will spend
French; Roger Lacy, Naita Jean ce. He spelled the injured George finals," Christian recalled. "We won, and at the end p~sitions where three six months in the Army as a second
Berryhill; Bob Homquiest, Beth Walker-a preseason nominee for 26-0, to advance to the finals, where lettermen--Charlie Whitworth, Bob lieutenant_ after I graduate. After
French; Bob Tiffin, Joyce Knight; all-Americ~n honors-at the start of I bad one of my worst games in a Childress and Pete Covington-are that my future is undecided."
But Christian isn't too anxious to
Gl~n
M.cNeese, LaVerne Sewell; last season when Walker hurt his 19-0 loss to Stuttgart." Searcy High, returning."
Christian, who had trouble with by~pass next year's football season,
Frank Underwood, . Norma Stafford; knee in a preseason scrimmage ses- in sweeping 2A, posted a 10-3 record
1
that year under Coach James Ahlf, his passing early last season, feels when he will be bidding for allEddie McClure, Rheba Jo Berryhill; sion.
And Chris, as the footballers call who is now superintendent of the confident of hitting his receivers Conference and maybe even allaio,d Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Baggett. As
next fall. "I can hit them if I have American honors.
the main entertainment for the eve- him, did all right for himself. After school.
In basketball Don made all-dis- to," he said matter-of-factly.
He's looking forward, with hungning Jake Engles sang and Jimmie a slow start he finished seventh in
"We have some good boys who er pains, to one special eventPorter accompanied him on the total offense in the So\lthwest with trict his last two years, and in track
over 700 yards, and was second in he broke the state record in the can run the pass patterns with speed playing in the Cotton Bowl!
piano.
punting with a 39.0 ave~age.
220-yard dash as a senior. The U. of
* * *
In the Porker's 14-0 upset win A. senior (he was red-shirted his
The annual cowboy banquet of the
K-9's was held Feb. 11. Their theme over Mississippi, which Coach Jack sophomore year) runs the 100-yard
was K-9 Ranch, and the setting was Mitchell called the Hog's best effort dash in 10.3, can toss a football
Groover's Gulch. Attending were of the season, Don scored both about 60 yards and against SouthBubba Dairis, Pat Neal; Angelo Pa- Porker touchdowns-one on a 30- ern Methodist kicked a 70:yard
and punt - the longest in the Southdilla, Felida Harris; Don Berryhill, yard sweep around end Patsy Snyder; Harold Valentine, gathered 123 yards in 22 rushing west for last year. As an amateur
Kerry . Arnett; Gerald Casey, Clau- tries. For this effort he was a top golfer, Christian went to State Golf
dette 'DuBois; Fred West, Norma nominee for "Back of The Week" Tournament three years in a row
906 E. RACE
Stafford; Charles Martin, Lou Alice honors.
He shoots. in the low 70's and drive~
Christian,
whose
family
moved
to
Martin; Tommy Bryant, Naita Jean
the ball about 250 yards.
Phone 289 or 9ll
Berryhill: Larry McDonald and Lola S~arcy in 1939 from a farm located
The
big
talk
this
winter
at
Arkannine miles north of Fayetteville,
Speak.
sas is about the University's starting
Local & Long Distant
Charles Van Winkle, Beth French; practically grew ·up on the Harding quarterback for next fall. Will the
campus.
Other
than
playing
in
the
Bob Cope, Lucille Carlilse; Ken SimChristian or the mended Walker?
mons, Eddy Jo Hughes; Warren "Rose Bowl," Don and Jim . played
Don is conservative in answering
Johnson, Rosemary Speak; Roy Shin- penuckle basketball, in Rhodes
the
well-rehearsed question: "It's up
Memorial
Field
House
with
profesley, Mary Sue Sanford; Jack Rhodes,
Linda Graddy; Jim McCloud, Ann sors Clifton Ganus, Hugh Rhodes, to Coach Mitchell," the lanky gridStanley; Bill Williams, Elsie Gate- Hugh Groover and Pinky Berryhill. der said in a serious tone. ~Sure, I
Shop ·A+
During the •·sum.mer months he would. like to start," Who wouldn't! ·
wood; Mike Graddy, Sonja McDoug-

is

Weibel Transfer
&Storage

•

BERRYHILL'S

Sporting Goods

al_<.}; John Matthews, Nancy Knott; +11-111-111-•-111-uu-u-111-UH-•-nu-•:t
Frank West, LuWanda Jane Mann;
I
and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Groover.
The boys who worked in the kitchen w.ere Timmy Rhodes, Bill Smith,
Chris Dean, Ben Camp, Dale Essary,
Jimmy Lawson, Carlton Burke, and
Jerry Nivens.

!

~

I

·M. M. Garrison

t

Jeweler

j

I

* * *
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Morris and Son

t

1

Franklin

Ba;eball Equipment

1 Your Friendly Store
!

See us for all
Ii
The Beta Club members for the j
of your
3rd six weeks are Gerald Casey, j
Naita Jean Berryhill, Bubba Davis, 1 j
1
Watch Repair Gloria Durham, Latina Dykes, Dale 1
Engraving - and
I
i
Essary, Larry Ford, Linda Graddy, 1I
I
Jewelry Needs.
I
Jim Harcling, Felicia Harris, Nancy I
j 1
• Knott, Jimmy Lawson, LotiAlice +a-1111-1111-111-M-•-IWl-1111-~1-111-•-•+
Martin, Glen McNeese, Sandra Mills,
Kay Northcut, Jack Rhodes, Timmy: +•-111-•-111~mt-•-•-•-•-•-•- .. -•-1n1-11t1-•-11•-n-t11.1-•-au-n-u-111-+
Rhodes, Lynn Rhodes, Bettye Ritchie,
Lola Speak, Frank Underwood, Harold Va1entine, and Bill Williams.
Students eligible for membership
are Ben , Camp, Jim Howard, and
Bobby Lacy. On the honor roll are
,
Rosalind King, Jim McCloud, and
"We
Your
Business"
'
Mary Sue Sanford.
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i
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The Best Place
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and
Mens Clothing
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Park Aveilue Grocery
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Corsages -

Centerpieces

Grace Neal Florist and

Gift Shop
"Flowers of Distinction"
\

We Wire Flowers

Phone 724
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Harding College.

friendly
Esso Service .
Fred Wiebe/

*
*

Washing
Lubrication
* - Stea~ Cleaning
SPRING · & PLEASURE
Phone
911

I

.
.Save time, worry and expense
by letting us help you select the building materials
for that added room. We'll deliver everything yo•:
will need from foundation to roof.

WOOD-FREEMAN LUMBER CO.

I

YOUR ,BANK OF FRIENDLY SERVICE
Member F.D.l.C.

SEARCY, ARKANSAS
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Cranes·Victorious IFaculty Edges
Over Hawks, 46-44
Wildcats 66~65
The keynote of the present basketball season seems tq, be breathtaking last quarters. The Crane and
Hawk tussel last Friday certainly
was no exception to the rule as it
ended 46-44 with the Cranes in the
favored position.

The two teams were never morri
than four points apart and seemed
to be tied up more than not. Vernon
Massey tossed in a big 24 markers
to · provide the difference in the
close contest. - Massey didn' t have
the floor to himself, however, as
' Harold "Red" Norwood hit 22
points.
.
There was excellent rebounding
throughout the contest by Massey,
Harold Vanderpool and Sonny Clark
for the Cranes, and Joel " Gardner
and Don Johnson of the Hawks.

Experience and' poise triumphed
over youth and vigor as the Faculty
squeaked by the seldom winning but
always hustling Wildcats, 66-65, in
a tense overtime battle, Tuesday
night.
In regulation time with two minutes remaining and the faculty leading 57-55;- Bob Fletcher, who had
his finest night of the season with
26 points, drove in and scored with
a jump shot to tie the game up. In
an effort to get the ball, Hugh
Groover fouled Roy Vanderpool, who
made both free throw attempts to
give the Wildcats a short lived 5957 lead and set the stage for Cecil
Beck to casually sink a set shot and
send the game into overtime.

In desperation, Cliff Ganus made
a mad charge for the basket and
sank a lay up as the buzzer sounded
putting the icing on a 66-65 win for
the Faculty.
Fletcher was high /scorer with 26
points. Beck was tops for the winners with 22 while Flaxbeard racked
is for the losers.

Cato's
~arber Shop

\

•

Lions Defeat
_, Panthers 43-29

The three minute overtime start-,
ed with each team matching baskets.
Vanderpool scored on a rebound
PATRONIZE BISON ADVERTISERS matched by Beck's set shot. Fletcher
netted' a set shot which was again
matched by one of Joe Pryor's set
shots from the side. The faculty put
on a full court press, but Flaxbeard
sank a jump shot to reverse the
\lead 65-64. Wildcats, with 15• ~ec
cpnds remaining.

•

NEW L ..
and SO Smart!
Curlee suits for Spring!
A · whole new · line of
"weatherrnargin" f a b rics; light enough to
keep you cool, heavy
enough to ward off brishness. Styled with a conservative richness that
says: You'll look your
best in a Curlee. See
these today for your best
dressed Springtime in
years. Many two- ' pant
styles.

We Welcome
Harding Students
and Appreciate
Your Business.
218 W.'Arch
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' ENJOY .

. $24.75- '$49.95

VAN-ATKINS

~ebruary

Made Right Here In ,Searcy '
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?nan's Opinion
By DEWEY BROWN

Dry Diving-Fun, And Healthy Too.
If ~ou happen to be the adventurous, dare-devil type, Thomas A.
Loney may have just the sport for
you-'-deep skin diving I call it, but
it's more commonly known as tram=poline gymnastics.
M. E. "Pinky" Berryhill, Hardirg' s Athletic Director, decided
last week to include about $500
worth of trampolil\e equipment in
next year's budget, and he immediately called upon Loney to work u
a program next fall in which students could be instructed in the art
of trampoline gyiimastics.
It seems that Tom, while working on his Bachelor of Arts degree
as an undergraduate at Colorado
University in 1952, was quite a
trampoline artist.• After a semester
of rough 'n tumble bouncing he received his wings, becoming a varsit member of Colorado U's touring
belly bouncers.
Lost
Loney, t'he likable graduate stu1
·1 dent who teaches journalism and
snaps pictures for the Public Rela1
tions Office on the side, is at pres1
ent a bit rusty at dry i:living since
2
hd hasn't been on a trampaline in
3 about five years. And once he gets
3
fu his almost skin-tight gymnastic
4
uniform it becomes quite evident
around the midsection.
"But that's one of the main attributes of the trampoline," Loney
said gently tapping last week's food
bill. "It's not only a tremendous
I thrill but anybody . can lose from
four .t o five pounds in one afternoon
session if he will just follow my' in1 structions."
After Loney gets the project unI
derway he plans to form a trampoline club and out of that a team of
eight or 10 students to put on ex1 hibition shows for the student body
and general public.
"No experience is required," Loney

said. "Just fairly good physical condition. Mastering the trampoline can
be done in about one semester. The
~ain thing a jumper has to learn is
to land on the same spot from which
he ascends. If he can accomplish
that he'll be okay in almost any situatfon."
Starting with simple sits, any combinatien of flips, spirals and rolls can
be done once a student catches on to
the fundamentals. Bouncing on the
rampoline then becomes a graceful
art.
The ' trampoline, which will be
fully equipped with safety devices,
will be, located on the northwest balcony m tQ.e gymnasium.
I

One of it's striking safety devices
is the safety belt. A safety belt
straps around a jumper's chest from
pulleys hanging from the ceiling. An
adjacent belt swings down to the
floor and is controlled by a person
standing nearby.

Minor League Standings
Won
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
0

WELCOME
To

!I

I

There will be regular assigned
periods for students and then certain free periods for everyone.

1

"No doubt about it," Loney concluded, "the trampoline provides one
of the greatest t hrills of any sport
and you definitely leave all excess
baggage in the gymnasium."

1

I
Bradley's
I
II Barbe~ ShQP I1
!

Soqnds like just the thing for the
faculty.

I03 W. Market
I+--·-·-·-·------·-·-·--+
.
i

r--

i.....------·-------------·-··-·-+

I

For The Best In Auto Repair

II

·I

Tow Servzveheel Balancing Tune-up

r~~~~=~~~~~~~~:~~J
THE PIT

•

HAMBURGERS .. .. .. .. ..... ..... .. 18c
6 for $1.00
Sea Food Baskets To Go.

,

Should a jumper miss liis spot on
the mat and come soa ring toward
the floor, all the safety man need
do is jerk his strap and the jumper
is automatically suspended in midair-probably scared stiff at first
but safe and sound nevertheless.

r·------:.-, -------1
1
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By DON RUSK .
The Jungle League leaders, the
Lions, continued their winning habit ,by spanking Freddie Massey's
sluggish Panthers 43 to 29, Tuesday
night.
Lloyd;s Lions, who ordinarily uphold their reputation as the ferocious king of beasts, produced oniy
a mild 19 to 14 half time lead and
an equally lethargic 27.-22 third
quarter lead.
1During the third quarter inter·
m1ss1on,
Ted Lloyd · · apparently
caught a glimpse of the scoreboard,
because he and his proteges came
out growling for the fourth quarter
and thoroughly maul!!d the hapless
Panthers 16 points to 7 to complete
a convincing 43 to 29 win.
,.
Lloyd had his usual effective evening with 18 points and a majority
of the rebounds, but his teammates
failed to reach their .llormal quota
of points.
Massey and John Vanderpool contributed 9 points each to the losing
Panther cause. The Panthers blushingly display a 1-4 record.'

Warriors
Royals
Celtics
Nationals
Lakers
Hawks
Yues
Pistons

*

Beaten By The Champs ...
You've got to admire George
O'Neal for even stepping into the
ring with Billy Ray Smith. Everytime the former Razorback ace and
Los Angeles Ram 'draftee moves a
limb, muscles ripple a.cross his 6-4,
223-pound frame like waves breaking on the Rock of Gibraltar.
Few boxers in Arkansas dare step
into the ring with Smith. As a matter of fact h e went unopposed in the
Littie Rock Golden Gloves Tournament. Harding's Georgous George did
step in and even swapped licks with
him. Billy Ray's were the harder and
George went out in 0:51 minutes of
the second round. ·
But O'Neal still is not
"I'm going to fight him
March, and this time I'll
for him," the 239-pounder

satisfied.
again in
be ready
vowed.

It'<~ interesting to note that all of
Harding's Mid-South boxers lost to
the champions. Lynn Davis dropped
O\lt in the semi-finals, but Roger
Wilson, the lad who beat him, went
on to win the novice welterweight
title. And J . C. Bains, who proved to
be a real scr apper, lost the novice
lightweight title to James Coop, who
was voted the tournament's outstanding novice boxer no less.
_

They too will box in the AAU '
State Tournament in Little Rock,
next month.

Highway 67 East

A .new ONE DAY SHIRT LAUNDERING SERVICE

**

HEAVY
LIGHT '

**

99 ESSO

3 Shirts for

Your Choice of •••

MEDIUM

or NO STARCH

49c
-Friendly Service-

Wet and Dry Wash
Across the street from White County Motor Co.

"'k Cleaning
Bring us your Laundry, Cleaning and RECEIVE pleasant smiles one/ courefeous
s.ervice lrom our counter girls.

HARDING COLLEGE LAUNDRY ·
Gre'g Rhodes, Mgr.
'

"The Best In The Business"

\

•

-tf Pressing
-tfWet Wash
"'k Fluff Dry
·"'k Laundry Finish

•

6

*
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Harding ' Fighters Falter
In Mid-·South Tournament

Ole Men Cage
Tigers, 51-45

Major league Team Statistics
(Through February 8)

Cecil Beck iced a game for the
faculty with a field goal and two
6
free throws in the last minute of Fa~cons
5
Lidns
play
to
give
them
a
victory
over
the
Billy Ray Smith, the hill of man
Cranes
5
and
knocked
out
'
Paul
Selph
of
Tigers,
Feb.
5.
from Arkansas University, landed a
5
The lead changed ha:p.ds many Faculty
straight right-hand jab to Geo~ge Memphis in 1:51 minutes o~ round
4
Eagles
one.
times
during
the
game
and
the
final
O'Neal's jaw in 0:51 minutes of the
2
Tigers
51
to
45,
was
the
largest
lead
score,
Davis lost in the semi-finals to
second round and ' won the Mid1
Panthers
South Golden Gloves open heavy- Roger Wilson of Jackson, '.fenn., by the "ole men" enjoyed all evening. Wildcats
1
The Tigers started fti.st and built
weight championship by a knqckout a second round TKO. Wilson went on
1·
Hawks
up
an
early
eight
point
lead
under
to
win
the
novice
welterweight
title.
before 5,000 fans Thursday night in
· O
Graduates
the
leadership
of
Wallace
Alexander
Memphis' Ellis Auditorium.
All three men plan to ente~ the
who ntade 10 points in the first *p.g. - Per Game
O'Neal got in his lick, though, be- AAU State boxing tournament in seven minutes of play. The Faculty
fore it was over. He scored a re- Little Rock in March.
caught up and gained their first
sounding left hook to Smith's jaw
lead, 18 to 17, four minutes before
in the first round action that
the half. The faculty had an adbrought the hitherto a1)athetic
vantage of three points at the incrowd to wide-eyed attention.
termission with the score 25 to 22. Player
Team
In another bout on the Mid-South
, In the second half the teams Boler - Tigers
card J. C. Bain, a Harding Academy
matched goals consistently but the Massey - V. Cranes
senior, slugged it out three rounds
Faculty finally gained the top side Beck - Faculty
with James Coop of Memphis before
·
of the score.
Lloyd - Lions
losing late in the third by a techCecil Beck, with 19 points, was Norwood - Hawks
nical knockout. Coop was later
high man for the game. Alexander, Richards - Falcons
named the tournament's outstanding
Kieth Boler, and Pete Smith led Flaxbeard - Wildcats
By BOB. GLOVER
novice boxer.
the Tiger's offense with all three Cloud, B. Eagles
Four games were uncoiled Thurs- scoring in the double numbers.
Bain, who fought in the novice
Alexander, W. - Tigers
lightweight division, had earlier day night which resulted in a four/
Moore, G. - Falcons
way
tie
for
first
place
in
Minor
scored a unanimous decision over
League
play.
John Largent of Senath, Mo., in a
The Nationals, behind' the deadknockdown semi-final ordeal. He
eye stooting of Bob Holmquist, dedrew a bye on the opening card.
O'Neal, and novice welterweight feated the Lakers, 35-33, to retain
Lynn Davis both won their opening their berth among. the first place
fights with knockouts. O'Nem, a sop- t~arµs while the Lakers dropped to
Timmy Rhodes and Gerald Casey
omore from Hugo,. Okla., knocked second place.
teamed to humble once-powerful
out James Rogers of Jackson, Tenn.,
The two teams were nip and tuck Swifton Saturday night, in Rhodes . In a game for the booby prize of
the season, Red Norwood's Hawks
in 1:55 minutes of the second round. down to the last seconds of the
Davis, a sophomore from Weslaco. game. The Lakers' Eddie Gurley got Memorial Field House and the Har- slaughtered the helpless Graduates
Tex., threw one punch-a short, off to a slow start, but finished ding Academy Wildcats racked up 64-32, Tuesday night.
quick, right-hand jab to the jaw- with a total of 12 points. It was their 15th win, 63-43
Neither team had previously won
There was never any doubt as to a game. One had to relinquish it's
Holmquist's 17 points that made the
the outcome. The Pirates, who were
difference in the game and gave the once the scourage of clas& D basket- perfect record. The Grads who are
Nationals a close win in a tight batball and are still a classy bunch of
tle.
hoopsters, were far from a united
In the slow-moving game between team Saturday night. Only Harvey.
the Yues and Royals, the Royals,
Hawk and Hooten came through for
working with a decided height adSwifton and they did so in a slow
vantage, won the game by a score
fashion, scoring 14, 11, and nine
of 44-31.
points respectively.
Vernon Massey's Cranes, who
Gerald Ebker, with 18 points, was
201 - 205 West Arch
Meanwhile, T. Rhodes, the little
cling tenaciously to second place and high point man for the Royals, foljunior
who
scores
like
a
polished
point toward a future meeting with lowed by team-mates Walt Evans
Phone 1
veteran, and Casey, the Wildcats'
the Falcons to decide the Air League and George Webber who scored 8
steady three-year performer, slipped
championship, finished strong to pin points each.
in 25 and 20 -points. Don Berryhill,'
Your
I another loss on . the ·luckless WildJohn Lau, George Yue, and Chun added 10 and, disregarding HarWESTINGHOUSE
cats, 62-52, Tuesday night.
Lim were high for the hu~tling and ding's other eight points, the Cats
Massey's 28 points were the decid- competitive Yues.
·
DEALER
could have won handily with that
In another game, the winless Pising factor.
three-man
production.
The air was' tense until half time tons went down under the tough and
Harding, which has lost six games,
intermission. The Wildcats had a steady-playing Warriors. Dick Smith,
tried for its 16th win Tuesday night
27-26 lead. Then, the Cr~n"es ex- the only man for the Pistons to get
against Judsonia there. The Judsonia
ploded in the third period for 24 into the double columns with his 18 game has closed the Wildcats season,
points and a nine point lead to b~eak points, was not enough to halt the
unless Coach Hugh Groover can fill
the game wide open. Massey racked Warrior attack led b)'\ Sims Daily,
an open- date on Feb. •16.
16 points during the period.
Ron Smith, and . Herman Hughes.
The Cranes then only had to The final score was 35-27.
match points with the Wildcats durTo round out the Thursday night
ing the )ourth period to ice the games, the Celtics topped the Hawks
Alterations
by a score of 35-29 behind Talmage
game.
and
Roy Vanderpool kept the Wildcats Murphy and Darrell Skinner. At halfSewing
in the game the first period sinking time, only 3 points separated the
8 of his team's 13 points.
teams with the Hawks leading. But
Contact
The Wildcats, who have a reputa- the Celtics fought back in the l~st
tion of not being able to stop their half to take the lead and keep it,
Mrs.· C. M. Wilson
oppenents chief scoring threat, have thus maintaining their station with
Near The
had the season's two individual high the league leaders.
Harding College Farm
scores both netted against them.
Massey's 28 points is tops followed
"Go as far as you can see, and
Phone for more
by 27 by' Keith Boler. Cecil Beck of when you get there you'll see· farinformation.
the Faculty also scored 22 points ther."
against them.
·
-'-Elbert Hubbard

OPPONENTS
TEAM
Total Avg. Score Total Avg. Score
Points
p.g. J Points
p.g.
335
55.8
204
34
278
46.3
211
35.2
278 .
44.4
236
39.3
273
45.5
281
46.8
260
43.3
' 209
34.8
296
49.3
284
47 .3
214
36
248
41.3
46
332
55.3
276
310
. 51.7
273
45.5
146
24.3
333
55.5

Basketball's ·rop Ten' Scorers

Four Teams Tie
For First Place
In.Minor League

Wildcats Defeat
Swifton, 63-43

Cranes Defeat
Wildcats, 62-52

Hawks Ruin Record;
Defeat Grads, 64-32

SMITH-VAUGHAN
MERCANTILE

G.
•6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
6

Avg.
19.8
18.8
17.5
17.3
16.2
14.2
14
13.3
13
12.3

Pt.
119
113
105
104
81
85
84
80
78
74

superb at losing games, would not be
denied and lost by a convincing 32
points to an aggregation of Hawks.
The Hawks ran up a
to 14 halftime lead. A 24 point final period for
the Hawks while the Grads mustered
4 points completed the rout.
Norwood had his 'finest night of
the season with 24 points.

ao

"Every one of us has untapped
reserviors of power."
-Carlyle
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l · SINGER

Sewing Center

l
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Underwood Typewriters
Sales and Service
110 EAST CENTER
Phone U56
+-•-111-u-n-•-•-•-•-•---+

Get Your TeeShirts At The

SEARCY'S FRIENDLY FORD DEALER
Harding ·Coll~ge

WELCOMES

Book . Store

,

Harding College Student and Faculty
/

Members

t•-•-•-111-•-1111-1t1-•-•-•-1111-ut

· ALLEN~S

I

Complete service on any make cars or trucks.

QUALITY BAKERY
.ASK . ABOUT OUR BUDGET PLAN
ou·r business is to serv~
you with top quality
fI cookies, decorated cakes ·
I ·and bakery products.
I

\

i 11.3 E. Center Street

li

Phone 353

+·-·-·-·---•-•it- •- ·-·- ·--+

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR
Searcy

~CO.

Phone 1000

Statistic I .

I
1

The other dtey our vice president in charge of goocl.
news announced that someone, somewhere, enjoys Coke
68 million times a day. You can look at this 2 waya:
Either we've got an incredibly thirsty
individual on our hands. Or Coca-Cola is the
best-loved sparkling drink in the world.
We lean to the latter interpret.ation.

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
of Arkansas
Searcy, Arkansas

SIGN ' OF GOOD TASTE

